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My focus will be on studying the economic theory of multiple resources when there is 
endogenous substitution among resources. This issue is important because we mostly 
use multiple resources for energy generation. For example, we use coal, natural gas, 
nuclear and hydro for electricity generation, gasoline (from crude oil) and biofuels for 
transportation. How does environmental regulation affect the allocation of these 
scarce resources over time? That is the main question we will ask.  
 
There is plenty of literature on this topic. You have already been exposed to several 
important papers on nonrenewable resources in the previous lecture on the Green 
Paradox by Professor Gerlagh. You will study strategic behavior next with Professor Liski. 
Thus I will complement these topics by discussing the basic economic theory of 
substitution, and then impose pollution constraints on this model. I will finish with some 
recent work on biofuel mandates, which is an important policy issue in the US and 
Europe.  
 
It may be useful if you browse through some papers before the lecture. You may start 
by reviewing Herfindahl’s paper, which initially asked what happens to the sequence 
of extraction of nonrenewable resources when there are multiple deposits with 
different extraction costs? Then you can spend some time reading my paper with 
Moreaux and Tidball (AER 2008). I will cover it in detail. In this paper we examine the 
effect of a targeted stock of pollution concentration (e.g., 450 ppm of carbon) on the 
sequencing of two typical resources, say dirty coal and clean natural gas. Several 
papers deal with the same topic but from different perspectives, including the paper 
by Smulders and Van der Werf and more recent work by them.  
 
I will also discuss another model in the same tradition where there is learning in the 
cleaner backstop technology. This is the paper with Leach and Moreaux cited below. 
Here you can obtain cycles in resource prices as a result of the interaction between 
scarcity, pollution regulation and learning effects.  
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Finally I will conclude the session with a more policy-oriented paper which combines a 
nonrenewable resource (oil/gasoline) with food markets. This paper is a calibration 
model which asks whether food prices have been and will rise in the future because of 
biofuel mandates imposed in the US and Europe. We explicitly link the energy market 
with food markets and examine the role of changes in income-based dietary 
preferences vis-à-vis energy mandates. This paper will give you an idea of how to 
empirically model policy questions. 
 
All my papers can be downloaded from my website 
http://www.business.ualberta.ca/UjjayantChakravorty. I will try to make Herfindahl 
available through FEEM. 
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